Le Nichoir News
A Note from the Director - Another Year Building on Our Achievements
This year promises to be a milestone for Le Nichoir with the
celebration of our 20th anniversary and the building of the
new Wild Bird Conservation Centre. The organization has
grown from a few very dedicated individuals to one of the
largest avian conservation centres dedicated to songbird
and aquatic bird care in Canada, with over 100 volunteers,
five seasonal staff and two full time wildlife biologists.
These achievements have come about through the fantastic
support and efforts of the many people, like yourself, who
share the goal of helping our wild birds.
With so many changes occurring in the natural environment,
including habitats, weather
patterns and food availability,
bird admissions to Le Nichoir
are evidence of the obstacles
wild birds are facing today.
In 2015 the Centre admitted
an above-average number
of patients, with more than
1600 individuals from over 95 different species requiring our
care. Over the last few years we have seen a decline in
some species of birds being admitted that previously were
seen regularly, such as the Purple Martin, Great Crested
Flycatcher, Eastern Phoebe, and Baltimore Oriole, while
others such as the Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Black-billed
Cuckoo, Wild Turkey and Cliff Swallow arrive far more
frequently.
These changes may not be entirely indicative of what is
occurring in wild populations but are interesting to note
as many of these birds have been found in city and urban
environments, showing that these species are adapting to
new types of habitats away from their traditional homes.
One of our favourite tasks is raising newly-hatched Killdeer,

2016

a bird previously seen in pastures and agricultural fields but
now a common occupant of soccer fields and parking lots.
Our admissions also support the scientific literature on
more everyday matters: songbirds are most often injured in
window collisions and cat attacks. And by recognizing this
we can work at finding ways to minimize these hazards.
We have seen first hand how education and taking the
time to talk to people can inspire greater sensitivity and
understanding of wild birds. With thousands of visitors
coming through our barn doors every year our staff, interns
and volunteers are always
eager to share their knowledge
Le Nichoir’s 20th Anniversary
and stories with the public.
1996 to 2016
Situated at the entrance to the

Being the only wild bird
in Hudson, QC, Le Nichoir’s
rehabilitation
facility
mission is to conserve wild birds
dedicated to songbirds in
as part of our natural heritage.
Quebec, it is not uncommon
to have 300 to 400 patients
at one time by mid-July. As you can imagine, these birds
require an enormous amount of care and Le Nichoir is
grateful to have an amazing team of volunteers who work
extremely hard to support the staff and ensure that the birds
receive the care that they deserve.
Clarke Sydenham Nature Reserve

In order to keep up with the Centre’s many activities we are
always looking for another helping hand so if you would like
to be involved, please do drop by the Centre at anytime to
introduce yourself.
Thank you all for your continued support of our efforts and
all the best for 2016.

Susan Wylie, B. Sc. Wildlife Biology
Executive Director

Le Nichoir Wild Bird Conservation Centre • 637 Main, Hudson QC, J0P 1H0 • info@lenichoir.org • 450 458 2809
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Education at Le Nichoir

Education has always been a big part of Le Nichoir’s work, and is becoming
an increasingly important component of our contribution to bird conservation.
Le Nichoir has greatly expanded its education services in the past three years,
with new programs and seminars developed, more activities being delivered and
visitors to the centre increasing every year.
I was once asked what my goal is in environmental education. After some thinking
my answer was, “To create wonder and interest.” Why? Because people
conserve what they know and what they like. Le Nichoir’s mission to conserve
wild birds as a natural heritage for future generation can only be achieved with the
help of a public that is interested and educated. Once this interest and desire to
conserve is created, we are also there to support the public and give them advice
on what they can do to help bird conservation.
The younger generations will play a big part in the future of many species and
habitats. Much of what Le Nichoir offers is aimed at children.
In 2015, we offered two programs for groups of children aged 8 to 12 years.
The first program, Bird Adaptations: Custom-made for Habitat, sponsored by
Bird Protection Quebec, aims to teach children about the relationship between
form and function in birds’ beaks, feet and wings using real, hands-on prepared
specimens to demonstrate the importance of habitat in the conservation of wildlife.
The second program, named Avian Detectives, focuses more on knowledge
unique to Le Nichoir and explores the injuries caused to birds by human presence
with an interactive and detective-like activity.
In 2016 brings the launch of two additional programs. What is a bird?, a program
for children aged 4 to 5, explains what makes birds unique, using games, crafts
and puppets. Feathers aimed at 8 to 15 year olds, will explore the complexity of
the evolutionary wonder that are feathers through microscopes, examining the
multiple purposes of plumage, its colors and evolution.
Le Nichoir also offers seminars for older students and adults. The seminar subjects
range from an overview of Le Nichoir to tips on what to do with an injured bird to
how to garden for birds. They can also be adapted specifically for the audience
requesting the seminar.
In 2016, our education services will also gain a whole new side with the opening
of the new centre and its indoor classroom. Although we have received groups
and classes at the centre before, our outdoor classroom was limiting our ability to
accommodate groups that were too big, during wet or cold weather, or during the
winter when the barn was closed. The new centre’s indoor classroom will allow
us to organize groups and activities year-round, using the indoor and outdoor spaces as appropriate depending on the
weather and group type and interest.
Educational kiosks with prepared specimens are also a service Le Nichoir offers for community events. A grant was
recently received to improve the material offered at the kiosk and provide the volunteers manning the table with resources
and training.

Jo-Annie Gagnon, B. Sc. Environmental Biology

Education Program Coordinator

Aussi disponible en français
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Le Nichoir Internship for Experience and Education
My name is Jordan and intelligent certain species were, what they ate in the wild
I worked at Le Nichoir and what the process of rehabilitation was, among many
as an intern for around other inquiries.
nine weeks. During
my time I was able to Public perception and involvement with the environment is
become a lot better a crucial part of my degree in conservation and biodiversity.
at both identifying If birds are to be protected properly in Canada amidst
songbirds native to declining populations then the public must be involved
Quebec, as well as as a stakeholder. If the public is involved then legislation
understanding
their will have to improve to better protect our natural heritage.
natural histories. I have seen many rarer birds that would Volunteering at Le Nichoir also helped deepen my own
normally be reclusive in the wild during my internship. I understanding of biodiversity within Quebec.
learned how to properly feed, handle and medicate birds as
well as how to properly sanitize bird cages. Eventually I took Over the internship I came to realize that Le Nichoir is an
part in releasing birds, as well as driving injured birds from extremely noble organization. Its staff and volunteers are
the downtown SPCA to Hudson. Throughout the internship especially selfless, and they sacrifice their time not only to
I also found what sorts of food they prefer, and which types care for birds, but to educate the public. Ultimately if you
of food are misinterpreted as being good for them, namely have an injured bird and want the best care possible for it,
bread and earthworms. I learned that different birds being Le Nichoir is the place to trust.
cared for at Le Nichoir may be placed together in aviaries
Jordan Kustec
based on which species naturally occur together in the wild.
More importantly to my degree, however, I learned how
the public perceives bird care in Quebec. While many are
misinformed about birds in Quebec, either not being able
to identify certain common species, or not understanding
what a healthy bird diet consists of, members of the public
are definitely willing to learn. When Le Nichoir had its open
house in July I was stationed at the outside aviary and I was
blown away by how inquisitive people were about the birds.
People wanted to know how the birds were injured, how

Every year Le Nichoir has interns who come to the
Centre to gain hands-on experience with wild birds,
as well as to apply some of the knowledge they have
learnt at school in a work environment. The Centre’s
internship program accepts applicants any time of
the year and from any educational background. For
more information about our program contact us at
education@lenichoir.org.

Volunteer Profile - Wayne

?

What do you do as a volunteer at le Nichoir?
I am happy to do any task that needs to be done. This includes helping
with general maintenance and bird care such as running repairs, doing
dishes, and preparing salad for the ducks and geese.

?

What is your profession?
I am a retired Heavy Duty Mechanic from CN - Alstom

?

Why do you volunteer at Le Nichoir and what do you like about it?
I volunteer because of the birds, to be able to observe them put back into
nature, and to see the dedication and kindness that is shown toward the
wee ones by the volunteers and staff.

?

What is your favorite bird?
Oh the mighty Robin!
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Welcome to the Clarke Sydenham Nature Reserve

In Le Nichoir’s backyard is a little-known enclave, the Clarke Sydenham
Nature Reserve. Owned by the Nature Conservancy of Canada, the reserve
covers 47 acres of old and young forests, fallow fields and temporary
ponds.
The diversity of the habitats allows the reserve to support a huge range of
flora and fauna including listed species of animals and plants. The age of
some parts of the forest means there are a large number of dead and dying
trees, creating a healthier habitat for birds and other wildlife. Le Nichoir
releases many of its birds right in the reserve as it offers songbirds and
other land birds a quiet, food-rich place to stay and get re-accustomed to
freedom before moving on.
The reserve is open all year-round and entry is free of charge. Many
Hudson citizens walk the trails and some local ornithology clubs make it a
destination for birding trips. Visitors to the Centre also take the opportunity
to appreciate nature in our backyard. In the colder months, it is a great
place for enjoying the delightful winter scenery, and the winter birds, on
snowshoes or cross-country skis.
The trails’ main access is located in front of Le Nichoir with parking
available in a lot across the street from the St. James Church right beside
the Centre. The town of Hudson maintains the trails and cuts the fallow
fields in late fall to prevent the trees from returning, preserving that habitat
for field birds.
Since July 2015, trails users have benefitted from the installation of interpretive panels about the birds and the habitats in
the reserve. The six panels, designed by Le Nichoir, were funded by the Fondation Hydro-Québec pour l’environnement
and the Fondation de la faune du Québec. They offer information about the habitat in which the panel is located but also
indicate which bird species can potentially be observed in the vicinity of each panel. Trail walkers are also offered advice
on how they can contribute to the conservation of habitats and avian fauna.
Last year, Le Nichoir worked with a group of university students to create an accurate map of the reserve’s trails system,
and this map also indicates the location of the panels. Walkers will be able to borrow a map from Le Nichoir, at the front
office during working hours, with a refundable deposit.
The reserve will soon play an important part in Le Nichoir’s education services. The new centre, to be completed in 2016,
will have an indoor classroom allowing us to host groups and classes on site year-round. These great trails on our doorstep
will let program participants experiment, explore and reconnect with nature.

Little Efforts Go a Long Way

As the field of wildlife rehabilitation progresses, Le Nichoir is constantly exploring the use of new
equipment and professional treatments to offer to birds being brought to the Centre. This spring
the Centre purchased an oxygen machine to provide birds with severe trauma or shock with
additional support. Throughout the summer the oxygen machine has proven to be successful in
treating the birds, especially for those with injuries related to window collisions. It has been amazing
to see the improvement to a bird’s comfort level and survival when using oxygen compared to
without. Providing additional oxygen allows birds to breathe easier, increases circulation and can
protect birds from further damage caused by their injuries. Overall, this machine has enabled the
staff to offer a more professional level of care to the birds during their stay at Le Nichoir.
Aussi disponible en français
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Two reasons to celebrate
The year 2016 brings Le Nichoir’s 20th anniversary and
the opening of the new main building of the Wild Bird
Conservation Centre.
Le Nichoir was founded in 1996 and for the last 20 years,
through the generosity of Miss Marnie Clarke, has operated
each summer out of the old barn at 637 Main in Hudson.
What better way to mark Le Nichoir’s 20 years of service
than the opening of the new main building at the entrance
to the Clarke Sydenham Nature Reserve!

rehabilitation facility ensuring the public year round access
to the professional services of Le Nichoir and providing
the region with an important centre of expertise. The
new building also houses a multi-function classroom,
which provides a unique learning environment linking the
classroom and the adjacent nature reserve.
Studio MMA, a Montreal architecture firm with a longstanding commitment to environmentally responsible
architecture, designed the building.

Co-founders of Le Nichoir
Janette Fauque, Denise Paquette, Lise Sylvestre, Lynn Miller

Le Nichoir’s intention to work towards the development of
a Wild Bird Conservation Centre was announced in 2009
by Le Nichoir’s then President Josée Bonneville. The major
components of the project included the development of an
environmental education program focusing on the avian
world, the design and construction of an innovative multiunit songbird aviary and new main building.
With the generous support of Bird Protection Quebec, TD
Friends of the Environment Foundation, MEC, la Fondation
Hydro-Québec pour l’environnement, la Fondation de
la faune du Québec, The Greygates Foundation and The
Gosling Foundation the education program now has a full
time educator and 4 innovative programs for children.
Spring 2014 saw the opening of the new songbird aviary
thanks to the generosity of many individual donors and
generous grants from LUSH Fresh Handmade Cosmetics,
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation, The Greygates
Foundation and The Hagen Family Foundation.
Two years later, summer 2016 brings the opening of the
new main building. The building houses an avian wildlife

“

The guiding vision for this project is of a building
integrated into its community and integrated
into its site, a building that fulfills its educational vocation
both in terms of ornithology and as an example of
sustainable construction: a ‘green’ building that reflects the
environmental values of Le Nichoir says Vouli Mamfredis,
partner in charge of the project.
Construction Managers for the project are eSpace
Construction Inc, a company with a solid reputation in
executing sustainable construction projects.
The opening of the building celebrates Le Nichoir’s 20th
anniversary of conserving avian wildlife and was made
possible by the overwhelmingly generous support of
many private individuals, Ministère des affaires municipals
et de l’occupation du Territoire – Fonds conjuncturel de
développement, La Conférence régionale des élus de la
Vallée-du-Haut-Saint-Laurent, TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation, MRC Vaudreuil-Soulanges – Pacte rural,
Jamieson Laboratories, Centre local de développement
Vaudreuil-Soulanges, Nature Conservancy of Canada,
LUSH Fresh Handmade Cosmetics, SPCA Montreal, Hagen
Family Foundation, Humane Society International, CSL
Group, and The Winnifred Molson Conservation Foundation.

Hagen Continues to Show their Support for Le Nichoir’s Efforts
Every year Le Nichoir receives generous support from individuals as well as companies to
help fund the Centre’s activities. Pet products company Hagen has long been a supporter of
Le Nichoir, donating supplies such as caging and food every year. Now, through the Hagen
Family Foundation, the family has also made a financial contribution to the new Wild Bird
Conservation Centre, which was vital for reaching our funding goal.
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Answering your questions on care and rehabilitation
Visitors to Le Nichoir are encouraged to learn as much as
? How do you know when the bird is ready for release?
possible about the work that we do with our resident birds.
Staff are always happy to explain how and why things are We have strict criteria that must be met before a bird can be
done. Here are some of the questions and answers that considered releasable. The bird must:
have come up recently.
• Have good feather condition (i.e. be capable of
sustained flight)
? Why are there mirrors with the ducks?
• Show no friendliness toward human beings (i.e. does
Ducks are used to living in flocks, often quite large groups.
not approach us)
The mirrors increase the apparent number of birds present
• Maintain its body weight and be able to feed itself (i.e. is
and so reduce the bird’s stress while in captivity.
a self-sufficient individual)
The time of year and weather are also important to consider.
? What type of formula do you give the baby birds?
? Why can’t we speak to the birds?
Our baby birds are fed a special songbird formula we make
ourselves. There are currently no diets that you can buy that Our goal is always to minimize our interaction with the birds
mimic the insect-eating diet needed by our young birds. Our and release them back into their natural habitat. Speaking
diet’s base is a high quality kitten food, to which we add to them habituates them to us and we do not want them to
all the vitamins, nutrients and other elements a baby bird assume all humans are friendly. Such birds then struggle to
needs to grow and be healthy.
find food on their own and would not be releasable.

?

Why do you use mesh cages and not metal ones?
Our soft, dark cages were specifically chosen for the safety
and privacy they offer. Wild birds, especially injured or young
ones, can easily become overexcited and the darkness
helps keep them calm, while the soft, flexible fabric ensures
they do not damage their feathers on any hard metal.

?

Why do some of the birds have metal bands?
Volunteers from the McGill Bird Observatory band some of
our birds with government owned bands. These bands are
used to ID the bird if it is ever found again, which is useful
for Le Nichoir because finding one of our banded birds in
the wild indicates that the birds we are releasing are reintegrating and surviving in the wild.

?

?

How do you know how much food you can feed each bird

by hand?

The amount of food depends on what species of bird we
are feeding and how old it is. Most of our birds have a
special organ called a crop, where food is deposited before
digestion. Once the bird’s crop is full, it can not accept any
more food until its next feeding, by which time its crop has
emptied.

?

How do you know when to stop hand feeding the nestling
and fledgling birds?
As the young birds grow, we begin offering them a variety
of food in bowls in their cages trying to mimic their natural
diet. As the birds start eating more and more on their own
they are less interested in eating the songbird formula so we
slowly reduce the number of times we hand-feed them until
they are capable of obtaining all their food on their own.

?

Why do you have a bucket of rotting fruit in some of the

aviaries?

?

?

Can we adopt a bird if it is not releasable?
Unfortunately, no. Wild birds can not be kept in captivity under
any circumstance without acquiring official governmental
permits. It is illegal to keep wild birds at home, even for a
short time.
Aussi disponible en français

Some of our birds are insectivorous. These species actively
hunt insects on the wing, so our rotten fruit compost attracts
flies and other insects to the aviaries where our birds can
practice their skill of catching and eating them.

?

How do you know which species can be placed together?
Certain species are tolerant towards one another; mixed
flocks occur in nature and it is simply a matter of knowing
which species you are working with. Some other variables
considered are the age of the bird, sex and what it eats.
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Attracting the Hungry Hummingbird
Hummingbirds are fascinating little creatures. They are the
smallest species of birds yet are capable of the most rapid
movement. For example the Ruby-Throated Hummingbird,
the only hummingbird species found in Quebec, beats its
wings an average of 53 times a second.
To sustain this fast metabolism, about half of the
hummingbird’s diet is made up of flower nectar or tree sap
that is rich in sugar. They also consume insects and spiders
(from which they also steal the web to build their nests!).
Before migration, a hummingbird will need to almost double
in weight to be able to complete its journey to Central or
South America, including a non-stop 800 km flight over the
Gulf of Mexico.
Arriving back in the spring, hummingbirds can be seen in
most areas of southern Quebec, and are easily attracted to
a nectar feeder. It’s simple to make a high-calorie nectar at
home, using a ratio of 3 parts water to 1 part white sugar.
Bring the water to a boil so as to kill any bacteria and
evaporate the chlorine. Add the sugar and mix until all is
dissolved. It is important to use ONLY plain white sugar; no
honey, brown sugar or any other sweetener. Do not use any
colouring either; the tint on the feeder is enough to attract
the hummingbirds’ attention.
When the solution has cooled, fill the feeder to about one
third full; too much nectar will create pressure in warm
temperatures and the water will spill out, attracting wasps.

We also recommend the use of an ant moat to prevent
ants invading the feeder. Feeders and accessories are all
available from our shop at the Centre or at laplumeverte.ca.
When buying a feeder, choose one that is easy to take apart
and clean. Hummingbirds will abandon a feeder that is not
properly maintained. The nectar needs to be changed and
the feeder thoroughly rinsed in hot water at least twice a
week, more if the temperature is high. If black spots appear
in the feeder, it will need to be soaked in bleach water, then
rinsed thoroughly.
Proper placement is vital to ensure that birds will visit your
feeder. From our experience, hummingbirds seem to prefer
feeders that are open to all sides.
Natural flowers are also a good option to attract these hungry
little birds. Some varieties known to appeal to hummingbirds
are orange jewelweed, cardinal flower, crimson beebalm,
Canada lily, native honeysuckles, Canada columbine and
common foxglove.

Local Birds - Northern Flicker

With approximately 240 nesting bird species in Quebec, we can observe birds
in almost any location outdoors. One species that can be commonly seen is the
Northern Flicker (Colaptes auratus).
This unusual species is one of the only woodpeckers to be found on the ground
digging for ants. Like other woodpeckers, it drills on trees and uses cavities for nests.
It can be identified in flight by a large white patch on its rump. The Northern Flicker’s
body is overall a light brown, with yellow feathers on its wings and tail, black bars
over its back and wings, while its creamy belly heavily-spotted. The male only has a
black moustache-like stripe at the base of the beak.
The Northern Flicker’s favourite foods include ants and beetles. They will also eat
flies and butterflies, seeds and fruit. To attract this species, install a birdbath or suitably-sized nest box.

Le Nichoir Gull Seen in North Carolina

A juvenile Ring-billed Gull banded at Le Nichoir in 2011 was spotted this summer in North Carolina for a second time since
its release. With the help of McGill Bird Observatory many of the birds brought to Le Nichoir are banded with government
bands. Banding provides valuable feedback on how the birds are adapting once released.
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Donating Bodies to Science: Using Bird Carcasses for Research Programs at McGill University
The impact of contaminants on ecosystem productivity Our research within the Niladri Basu Environmental Health
remains at the heart of environmental concerns. It is Laboratory at McGill University is based on the overall
possible that pollutants disrupt many neurochemical hypothesis that several toxic substances will emerge and
pathways, temporarily or permanently, by changing various interact with neurotransmitter function and brain enzymes
physiological and behavioural processes which may result involved in the regulation of reproductive mechanisms and
in alteration of the ability of an animal to grow, to respond behaviour of vertebrae. In this context, the development
of rapid and sensitive methods of screening is required to
favourably to a stress, or to reproduce.
acquire the necessary information to evaluate the toxicity of
The research community as well as other associates offer contaminants.
considerable assistance in allowing us to obtain samples
from wild animals. Such is the case with Le Nichoir which In vitro approaches, undertaking processes in a test tube,
has shown interest in our research by allowing us to collect culture dish, or elsewhere outside a living organism, have
the remains of ring-billed gulls that have not survived a scientific interest but also an ethical dimension since
their injuries despite the prodigious care given by the they are an alternative to animal testing. To do this we
rehabilitation centre. Thanks to the active involvement of Le have developed a series of in vitro screening assays in our
Nichoir in scientific research, our laboratory is able to test laboratory that allow us to expose individual brain samples
from various species to a range of contaminants and thereby
for contaminants in wild birds not taken from nature.
identify a possible toxic effect of these contaminants on
Close to 100,000 chemical substances are used neurotransmission mechanisms. These studies also allow
commercially today and another 500 to 1,000 are added the classification of pollutants according to their toxicity for
annually. These are commonly referred to as emerging subsequent studies.
pollutants. Some of these molecules accumulate in the
Adeline Arini, Niladri Basu
environment and interact with living organisms. There is no
Department of Natural Resource Sciences, McGill University
toxicity data for most of the emerging pollutants and their
effect on the aquatic environment is difficult to predict.
Earth Matters Conference Inspires Environmental Education

Last October, I attended and volunteered at the Earth Matters conference on
environmental education in Canmore, Alberta.
Organized by the Canadian
Network for Environmental Education and Communications (EECOM) and the
Alberta Council for Environmental Education (ACEE), the conference brought
together teachers, environmental organizations and educators from all over country
and beyond, gloriously set in the breath-taking landscape of the Canadian Rockies.
This was my first time attending an event focused solely on environmental education
and I was impressed by the variety and the depth of the workshops offered. I
was able to learn more about how to design successful and meaningful outdoor
activities for the Clarke Sydenham Reserve. I came back loaded with wonderful
activities to inspire younger age groups in our new programs, great examples of
how to use music to reach a wider public, old and young, through fun while never
sacrificing the content, and so much more.
A diverse and fascinating programme of talks included keynote speakers Suzanne
West, CEO of Calgary-based Imaginea Energy, and author Wade Davis, explorerin-residence at the National Geographic Society.
The conference was a great opportunity to meet, make connections and exchange ideas with great people working in the
field of environmental education, providing great inspiration for future developments.

Jo-Annie Gagnon, B. Sc. Environmental Biology

Education Program Coordinator

Aussi disponible en français
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Bird Friendlytm Coffee
Why Le Nichoir and coffee?
We developed Le Nichoir’s Bird FriendlyTM
coffee to promote the preservation of habitat for
the migratory birds that travel from our backyards
each winter to the faraway farms that produce our
coffee. Drinking Bird FriendlyTM coffee is a simple choice we can make to
protect migratory bird habitat.

Our Bird FriendlyTM coffee is available at:
Le Nichoir (637 Main, Hudson)
Que de bonnes choses (484 Main, Hudson)
Le Panier (274 Lakeshore, Pointe-Claire)
Online at : laplumeverte.ca

Why buy our coffee?
• Certified Bird FriendlyTM coffee is the strictest environmental standard when it comes to
protecting bird habitat.
• Encourage farmers to preserve agroforests by increasing demand for certified coffees.
• It’s locally roasted to ensure it is always really fresh and delicious.
• Profits support Le Nichoir’s bird care and education programs.

La Plume Verte - Le Nichoir’s Retail Adventure

The name says it all: products for
birds and bird lovers that are as
green as we can find.

So come and shop with us! Or, shop online
at laplumeverte.ca
Throughout the year, shoppers will find a popup version of
La Plume Verte under Le Nichoir’s tent at local community
events.

Why shop with us?
• All profits support Le Nichoir’s conservation programs.
• Eclectic choice of products that are good for birds,
people and the environment.
• Our feeders are chosen by our biologists to be ideal for
our local birds.
• We only sell feeders that are durable and will stand up
to years of use.
• Staff and volunteers test all the products we sell.
• We don’t charge sales tax.

Brush Strokes for Birds and How you Can Fundraise for Le Nichoir

2 Barn Owls and Hudson Hardware hosted a “Brush Strokes for Birds” fundraiser to benefit Le
Nichoir. Participants rolled up their sleeves, pulled out their paint brushes and refinished an item of
furniture. Baked goodies were provided by volunteers and Le Nichoir’s Bird FriendlyTM coffee was
served. Learning new skills, saving old furniture, and also raising $1,200 - what a successful day!
We are extremely grateful to local merchants such as 2 Barn Owls, Hudson Hardware, Hudson
Village Theatre, Mon Ami Nourriture et Accessoires, PennyPetz, and Timberlea Veterinary Clinic for
the fundraising events they have organised this past year and the support they have provided to
Le Nichoir.
Every fundraiser helps spread the word about the Centre’s efforts - and it’s a lot of fun! It can be something as simple as
organising a sale (e.g. bake, craft or garage sale), hosting an event or joining in a marathon. Two of our volunteers, Summer
Foxford and Cynthia Chesmer, even asked that donations be made to Le Nichoir instead of birthday gifts this year!

Pilots N Paws Spread their Wings for Birds

Le Nichoir was urgently looking to transport two birds to Gaspé and reached out to the domestic
animal community for help. Pilots N Paws Canada, a registered non-profit that provides air
transport assistance to animal rescues and shelters, offered their services.
The birds were flown to their destination in their very own plane!
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Open House Launches New Interpretative Panels

Le Nichoir’s Annual Open House was an extra-special event this
year, seeing the launch of a new project within the Clarke Sydenham
Nature Reserve adjacent to the Centre. Supported by grants from the
Fondation Hydro-Québec pour l’environnement and the Fondation de
la faune du Québec, the project completed by Le Nichoir involved
the design, production and installation of six interpretation panels,
with information about the habitats and avian species along the trail
through the Reserve.
Nathan McArdle, Chief Top Leaf and Susan Wylie

Visitors also had the opportunity to learn about their local native wildlife
from Chief Top Leaf, observe wild birds up close, or take a birdwatching tour with Chris Cloutier. Other organizations
joining in for the day to meet with participants included Bird Protection Quebec, the Club ornithologique de VaudreuilSoulanges, Nature-Action Québec, the Hudson Fire Department, and the Conseil du bassin versant de la région de
Vaudreuil-Soulanges. We were also fortunate to have the support of Hudson IGA, Minus 40 Foods, Jamie Nicholls and all
of our volunteers to ensure everyone was well-fed and enjoyed this informative day.
We really appreciate the time and effort everyone made to make the Open House a success. Thank you!

Taste of Hudson

Le Nichoir’s “A Taste of Hudson” fundraising
evening was a success a second year in a row
thanks to the enormous support of our local
chefs, merchants, musicians, sponsors and
supporters. This unique event offered our 116
guests the opportunity to taste a variety of foods
freshly prepared by our talented chefs. Adding in
the fierce bidding on over 100 items in the live and
silent auction, the evening saw everyone head
home with taste buds satisfied and happy with
their winnings.

Team Carambola

The Team from L’artisan de la mer

The cast of chefs - Rob Barlow (Auberge Willow Inn), Scott Geiring (Carambola), Patricia
Hovington (Minus 40 Foods), Dawn Hodes (DaBoomDesserts), Stuart LeBaron (LeBaron
Bites), Jean-Pierre Martel (Crème glacée du Terroir Hudson), Lee Michaelson (Restaurant
Rube), Claudia Portaro (Claudia’s Catering), Thomas Spriet (L’artisan de la mer) and Keith Wells
(Mackoli Catering) - worked extremely hard to ensure their meals were prepared to perfection.
Over $40,000 raised through this event, much needed funds going directly to expenses
associated with bird care as well as offering four summer students employment for 2015.
This great social occasion is one of Le Nichoir’s most important fundraising efforts, a vital
contributor to the income needed to ensure the Centre can continue to offer its wildlife
rehabilitation and education services. Keep an eye on our website for details of the 2016 event.

Our Volunteers
Thank you to all those who
helped out at the Centre and at
events in 2015:
Eva Acs
Nathan Afilalo
Christophe Aignan

Tristan Alberts
Nadia Allart
Adeline Arini
Cathy Baran
Andrea Bates
Diane Blackburn

Geneviève Blanchet
Josée Bonneville
Laurie Boswick
Greg Bowie
Colette Boyer
Chloe Brown

David Brown
Gen Budd
Chystine Cadieux
Ashley Cameron
Jean-Philippe Chagnon
Cynthia Chesmer
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Our Volunteers cont...

Sean Cloghesy
Claude Cloutier
Judi Collinge
Suzanne Comer
Gilles Côte
Dr. Isabelle Côté
Marie-Pier Coulombe
Kim Cox
Lionel Cuccioletta
Emilio Damiano
Denis D’Aoust
Sophie De Oliveira
Stephania De Riggi
Jesse Deluca
Hilary Dempsey
Ryan Denis
Tom Disandolo
Karin Drewery
Sue Drouin
Carl Dubé
Jason Dubsky
Gail Dunlop
Sheila Dunwoodie
Chantal Duperron
Jay Dupras

Tania Ellerbeck
Denyse Favreau
Sandrine Filion-Côté
Gilly Filsner
Susi Filsner
Laura Fortier
Summer Foxford
Elisa Frattaroli
Anthony Gagnon
Cody Gilmore
Dr. Amanda Glew
Johanne Gravel
Erica Guth
Erin Harris
Karen Hartley
McKenna Hayden
Caroline Heroux
Grace Hollander
Patrica Hornblower
Jennifer Hunter
André Huot
Kevin Illaqua
Martin Jackson
Veronica Jensen
Janine Johnson

In Gratitude
To the following for their sponsorship,
advertising or services in 2015:
Auberge Willow
BFL Canada
Biodôme de Montréal
Bird Protection Quebec
Lucie Charlebois, Députée de Soulanges
Clinique vétérinaire Dorval
Clinique vétérinaire Timberlea
Care and Rehabilitation of Injured Birds (CRIB)
Ecomuseum Zoo

Nancy Kaudel
Lisa Keelty
Jordon Kustec
Nathalie Labrèche
Lucile Lambert
Maya Laroche
Katherine Lavasseur
Michael Lawrence
Anne-Sophie leBrun
Wayne Leduc
Edeltrand(Traudi) Leisser
Robyn Lichaa
Elisabeth Lortie
Laurence Major
Elias Makos
Alice Marlowe
Daniel Martel
Diana McHugh
Sue McLennan
Michael McNally
Amelia Minchau
Celia Morin
Amanda Morton
Guylaine Nadeau
Carole Newman
Erin O’Connell
Johanne Oolman
Myra Ouwendyk
Christina Pagé
Sarah-Ann Pereschino
Merissa Persechino
Dr. Loraine Pilon
Pamela Putnam

Hôpital vétérinaire Hudson
Hôpital vétérinaire Saint-Lazare
Hudson Village Theatre
IGA Poirier et fils ltée
Jamie Nicholls
Marie-Claude Nichols, Deputée de Vaudreuil
Minus 40 Foods
McGill Bird Observatory
Pilot N Paws
Pridham’s Auction House
Rolf C. Hagen Inc.

Saul Riatisa
Lydia Ridyard
Sabrina Robert
Daniel Robidoux
Roxanna Robles Gil
Laura Roch
Lisa Rosenberer
Kathy Rowe
Christine Saillart
Stephan Saplywyj
Audrey Saumure Di Fruscia
Jill Sauvoure
Amanda Schofield
Diane Séguin
Elaine Serafini
Barbara Silver
Elisabeth Soyom
Serena Stanisavijevic
Nancy Stutz
Holly von Hoyningen Huene
Michelle Wachman
Les White
Margot Wilbert
Lise Winer
Geraldine Wong
Dan Wylie
Karen Wylie
Sarah Wylie
Mei Xiao
Jenny Zhu
Wendy Zubis

Rothenberg & Rothenberg
Sitezoogle
SPCA Montreal
The Country Gardener
Totem Roasters
Town of Hudson
Traverse Oka-Hudson

Join Le Nichoir’s Rehabilitation Sponsorship Program

By sponsoring a wild bird brought to Le Nichoir you are contributing the care and release of a healthy, breeding bird back into
its natural habitat. You will be helping Le Nichoir provide the best care possible to that individual animal.
Your rehabilitation sponsorship includes: A personalized certificate of sponsorship that can be given as a gift. An invitation to
a special tour at Le Nichoir with our staff – in the case of a gift, both the purchaser and the recipient are invited to attend, a Le
Nichoir fridge magnet and News from Le Nichoir Newsletter (tax receipt available).
Yes, I would like to sponsor the rehabilitation of a wild bird
Donor Information (for billing and tax receipt)

Or, Support Le Nichoir With a Donation
I am pleased to make a gift in the amount of $

Name:

Name:

Address:

Address:

Telephone:
Email:
Songbird ($45)

Threatened Species ($100)

Waterbird ($65)

Sponsor information if different (Name to appear on certificate)

Telephone:
Visa/MasterCard

Name:
Address:

enclosed

(Payable to Le Nichoir)

Card Number:
Expiry Date:

Telephone:

Tax receipt by:

Email:
Visa/MasterCard

Cheque

enclosed

Card Number:
Expiry Date:

Cheque

Signature:

Email

Mail

Not required

Email:
Please only acknowledge my gift as anonymous

Signature:

Tax receipt by: Email

Mail

Donate online at:
Not required

Le Nichoir Wild Bird Conservation Centre • 637 Main, Hudson QC, J0P 1H0 • info@lenichoir.org • 450 458 2809

www.lenichoir.org

